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ABSTRACT 

The generation of colossal measure of information 

and the development of distributed computing have 

presented new prerequisites for information 

administration. Numerous applications need to 

communicate with a few heterogeneous information 

stores relying upon the sort of information they need 

to oversee: conventional information sorts, archives, 

chart information from interpersonal organizations, 

basic key-esteem information, and so on. 

Cooperating with heterogeneous information models 

by means of various APIs, and different information 

store applications forces testing undertakings to their 

designers. Without a doubt, software engineers must 

be acquainted with various APIs. Likewise, the 

execution of complex inquiries over heterogeneous 

information models can't, at present, be 

accomplished definitively as it is utilized to be with 

mono-information store application, and along these 

lines requires additional usage endeavors. In 

addition, designers need to ace and manage the 

perplexing procedures of cloud disclosure, and 

application arrangement and execution. In this paper 

we propose an incorporated arrangement of models, 

calculations and instruments going for reducing 

designers errand for creating, sending and moving 

various information stores applications in cloud 

situations. Our methodology concentrates basically 

on three focuses. To start with, we give a bringing 

together information model utilized by applications 

designers to collaborate with heterogeneous social 

and NoSQL information stores. In light of that, they 

express inquiries utilizing OPEN-PaaS-DataBase 

API (ODBAPI), a special REST API permitting 

software engineers to compose their applications 

code autonomously of the objective information 

stores. Second, we propose virtual data stores, which 

go about as an authority and collaborate with 

facilitated data stores wrapped by ODBAPI. This 

run-time portion supports the execution of single and 

complex inquiries over heterogeneous data 

stores.Finally, we display a definitive methodology 

that empowers to help the weight of the monotonous 

and non-standard errands of (1) finding important 

cloud environment and (2) sending applications on 

them while letting engineers to just concentrate on 

determining their stockpiling and registering 

necessities. A model of the proposed arrangement has 

been produced and is as of now used to actualize use 

cases from the Open PaaS venture. 

 

Index Terms: REST-based API, NoSQL data stores, 

relational data stores, join queries, polyglot 

persistence, manifest based matching. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Distributed computing has as of late risen as another 

processing worldview empowering on-interest and 

adaptable arrangement of assets, stages and 

programming as administrations. Cloud com-puting is 

regularly displayed at three levels [1]: the Infrastruc-

ture as a Service (IaaS) offering access to dreamy 

perspective on the equipment, the Platform-as-a-

Service (PaaS) giving programming and execution 

situations to the create ers, and the Sofwtare as a 

Service (SaaS) empowering programming applications 

to be utilized by cloud's end clients.  
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Because of its versatility property, distributed 

computing gives fascinating execution situations to a 

few rising applications, for example, huge information 

administration. As indicated by the National Institute 

of Standards and Technology1 (NIST), huge 

information is information which surpass the limit or 

capacity of present or customary techniques and 

frameworks. It is chiefly in view of the 3-Vs model 

where the three Vs allude to volume, speed and 

assortment properties [2]. Volume implies the 

preparing of a lot of data. Speed implies the increasing 

rate at which information streams. At long last, 

assortment alludes to the differences of information 

sources. A few people have likewise proposed to add 

more V to this definition. Veracity is generally 

proposed and speaks to the nature of information 

(exactness, freshness nsistency etc.). Against this 

background, the challenges of big data management 

result from the expansion of the 3Vs properties. In our 

work, we focus mainly on the variety property and 

more precisely on multiple data store based 

applications in the cloud. 

 

In order to satisfy different storage requirements, cloud 

applications usually need to access and interact with 

different relational and NoSQL data stores having 

heterogeneous APIs. The heterogeneity of the data 

stores induces several problems when developing, 

deploying and migrating multiple data store 

applications. Below, we list the main four problems 

which we are tackling in this paper. 

P b1 

Heavy workload on the application engineer: 

Nowadays information stores have diverse and 

heterogeneous APIs. Engineers of various information 

store based applications should be acquainted with all 

these APIs when coding their applications.  

 

P b2 

No decisive route for executing complex queries:Due 

to the heterogeneity of the information models, there is 

as of now no definitive approach to characterize and 

execute complex questions more than a few 

information stores. This is for the most part because of 

the nonappearance of a worldwide diagram of 

heterogeneous information stores. Furthermore, 

NoSQL information stores are schemeless. That 

implies engineers need to adapt themselves to the 

execution of such inquiries.  

 

P b3 

Code adjustment: When relocating applications 

starting with one cloud environment then onto the 

next, application designers need to re-adjust the 

application source code keeping in mind the end goal 

to associate with new information stores. Designers 

have conceivably to learn and ace new APIs.  

 

P b4 

Tedious and non-standard procedures of disclosure and 

arrangement: Once an application is produced or 

relocated, designers need to convey it into a cloud 

supplier. Finding the most appropriate cloud 

environment giving the required information stores 

and sending the application on it are dull and metic-

ulous supplier particular procedure. 

 

Consistency is additionally a critical issue in multi 

information stores applications. Truth be told, cloud 

information stores when all is said in done execute 

distinctive consistency models (solid consistency 

model for RDBMS and frail consistency models for 

NoSQL DBMS). This infers the consistency model at 

the appli-cation level is not by any means 

characterized. We don't address this is-sue in this 

paper, concentrating just on questioning. The intrigued 

peruser may read [3] which proposes a middleware 

administration tending to the issue of customer driven 

consistency on top of in the long run steady 

disseminated information stores (Amazon S3 for 

instance).  

 

In this paper we propose a coordinated arrangement of 

models, calculations and instruments goingfor easing 

designers' assignments for creating, sending and 

relocating different information stores based 

applications in cloud environment. To start with, we 

characterize a bringing togetherinformation model 
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utilized by appli-cations engineers to connect with 

various information stores. This model handles the 

issue of heterogeneity between information models 

and the nonappearance of plans in NoSQL information 

stores. In light of this model, designers may express 

and execute any kind of questions utilizing OPEN-

PaaS-DataBase API (ODBAPI). This API is a 

streamlined and a brought together REST-based API 

[4] for executing questions over social and NoSQL 

information stores (see segment 5). The highlights of 

ODBAPI are twofold: (i) decoupling cloud 

applications from information stores keeping in mind 

the end goal to encourage the movement procedure, 

and (ii) facilitating the designers errand by helping the 

weight of overseeing diverse APIs. Second, we 

propose virtual information stores (VDS) to assess and 

streamline the execution of inquiries - particularly 

complex ones-over various information stores (see 

segment 6). Keeping in mind the end goal to bolster 

the definition and the execution of inquiries over 

heterogeneous information models, we utilize the 

bringing together information show that we finish with 

correspondence rules. Our answer depends on 

logarithmic trees made out of information sources and 

mathematical administrators and arithmetical trees 

explanation.  

 

Third, we display a definitive methodology for finding 

proper cloud situations and sending applications on 

them while letting engineers basically concentrate on 

determining their stockpiling and processing 

necessities (see area 7). A model of our methodology 

has been created and is right now used to execute use 

cases from a progressing PaaS venture called OPEN-

PaaS (see segment 8).  

 

The rest of the paper is composed as takes after. In 

Section 2, we present the OPEN-PaaS Project and 

present a rousing illustration. In Section 3, we give an 

outline of our methodology which we detail in the 

accompanying four Sections: 4, 5, 6, and 7. In Section 

8, we show the execution and acceptance of our 

methodology. In Section 9, we examine the related 

work. Area 10 finishes up our paper and ayouts 

headings of future work. 

 

OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH  

In this area, we quickly present the fundamental 

constituents of our methodology which we detail in 

next areas. We appear specifically how these 

components empower overcoming the prob-lems (P b1 

- P b4) recorded previously. Figure 1 delineates how 

these constituents intercede amid the advancement, 

revelation, organization and execution steps. Our 

methodology depends on the accompanying 4 

components:  

 

Binding together information model. We characterize 

an information model which abstracts from the 

fundamental (express/verifiable) incorporated 

information store models, and give a typical and 

brought together view with the goal that engineers can 

characterize their inquiries over heteroge-neous 

information stores. Amid the advancement step, the 

devel-opers discard a worldwide information model 

communicated by bringing together model and which 

coordinates neighborhood information store models. 

Our bringing together information model decouples 

question defini-tions from the information stores 

particular dialects. (adding to determining from that 

point P b1 and P b2).  

 

REST API/administrations. In light of our binding 

together information model, we characterize an asset 

model whereupon we build up a REST API, called 

ODBAPI, empowering to connect with included 

information stores in an interesting and uniform way. 

Every information store will be then wrapped behind a 

REST administration actualizing ODBAPI. Our API 

decouples the collaborations with information stores 

from their particular drivers. By utilizing our binding 

together information model to express the questions 

and ODBAPI to connect with the information stores, 

engineers don't need to manage different dialects and 

APIs and don't need to adjust their code while moving 

their applications (determining from that point P b1 

and P b3). Virtual information stores. Wrapper REST 
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administrations empower exe-cuting basic questions 

over the included information stores. How-ever, they 

are not intended to execute complex inquiries, (for 

example, join, union, and so forth.). In our 

methodology, we consider virtual information store 

(VDS for short) a particular segment in charge of 

executing questions presented by a different 

information store appli-cation. A VDS (1) holds the 

worldwide information model incorporating the 

distinctive information stores and which is indicated 

by bringing together information model and an 

arrangement of correspondence standards, (2) is open 

as a REST administration consenting to the ODBAPI, 

and (3) keeps up the end-purposes of the wrapper 

REST administrations (in other word the coordinated 

information stores). A different information store 

application submits CRUD and complex inquiries to 

the VDS which is mindful of their execution by 

cooperating with suitable information stores by means 

of their REST ser-indecencies. VDSs empower 

engineers to express their join questions over various 

information stores definitively and take in control the 

weight of their executions (determining from there on 

P b2)  

 

Committed segments for revelation and sending.  

In our methodology, we consider two segments, the 

dis-covery and organization modules, dependable of 

discovering suitable cloud situations and conveying 

different information store applications on them 

individually. As delineated in Fig. 1, designers express 

first their necessities about the utilized information 

stores and in addition the calculation environment by 

means of a unique application show. Taking into 

account that show, the revelation segment finds and 

chooses the suitable cloud environment and produces 

an offer show. This show will be thusly utilized by the 

organization segment to convey the application on that 

chose environment. The revelation and sending 

modules mitigates the application engineers from the 

weight of managing diverse APIs and 

disclosure/arrangement systems (determining from 

there on P b4).In the accompanying, we detail each of 

these constituents. Segment 4 presents our binding 

together information model. Area 5 shows our REST 

interface, ODBAPI. Area 6 subtle elements key strides 

of assessing and enhancing inquiries execution by 

VDS with a special focus on join queries. Section 7 

describes the discovery and the deployment steps as 

well as the used manifests. 

 

OPENPAAS DATABASE API: ODBAPI 

In this section, we introduce ODBAPI which is a 

REST API enabling the execution of CRUD operations 

on different types of data stores supporting our 

unifying data model. This API is designed to provide 

an abstraction layer and seamless interaction with data 

stores deployed in a cloud environment. Developers 

can execute queries in a uniform way regardless of the 

type of the data store (relational or NoSQL). An 

overview  of the API is given in Fig. 5. The In our 

specification, we consider two kinds of operations 

which inputs and outputs are JSON-based data. The 

first op-erations family is dedicated to get meta-

information about the resources using the GET REST 

method. Indeed, ODBAPI offers four operations: 

 

Get information about the user’s access right: This 

operation is provided by getAccessRight and allows a 

user to discover his access rights concerning the 

deployed data stores in a cloud environment. To do so, 

the user must append the keyword accessright to his 

request. 

 
Fig.2. ODBAPI. 
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Get information about an Environment: This oper-

ation is ensured by getEnvMetaData and lists the 

information about an Environment. To execute this 

kind of operation, a user must provide the keyword 

metadata in his request. This keyword should be also 

present in the following two operations. 

 

Get information about a Database: A user can retrieve 

the information about a Database by executing the 

operation getDBMetaData and providing the name 

dbName of the target Database. This operation out-

puts information about a Database (e.g. duplication, 

replication, etc) and the entity sets that it contains. 

 

Get information about an EntitySet: This operation is 

provided by getESMetaData and enables to discover 

the information about an EntitySet by giving its name 

esName. For instance, it helps the user to know the 

number of entities that an EntitySet contains. 

 

The second operations family represents the CRUD 

op-erations executed on resources of type either 

EntitySet or Entity. In this context, ODBAPI provides 

the following operations: 

 Get an EntitySet by its esName: By executing 

the operation getEntitySetByName, a user can 

retrieve an EntitySet by giving its name 

esName. It is ensured by the GET method. 

 

 Create an EntitySet: The operation 

createEntitySet al-lows a user to create an 

EntitySet by giving its name esName. This 

operation is provided by the REST method 

PUT. 

 

 Delete an EntitySet: An EntitySet can be 

deleted by using the operation deleteEntitySet 

and giving as in-put its name esName. It is 

ensured by the DELETE REST method. 

 

 Get list of all EntitySet: A user can retrieve the 

list of all EntitySet by executing the operation 

getAllEn-titySet and using the keyword allES. 

It returns the names of the entity sets and 

several information (e.g. number of entities in 

each entity set, the type of database containing 

it, etc.). 

 

 Get an Entity by its entityID: By executing the 

oper-ationgetEntityById, a user can retrieve an 

Entity by giving its identifier entityID. It is 

ensured by the GET method. 

 

 Update an Entity: An Entity can be updated by 

using the operation updateEntity and its 

identifier entityID. It is ensured by the PUT 

method. 

 

 Create an Entity: The operation 

createEntitySet allows a user to create an 

Entity by giving its identifier entityID. This 

operation is provided by the REST method 

POST. 

 

 Delete an Entity: An Entity can be deleted by 

us-ing the operation deleteEntity and giving as 

input its identifier entityID. It is ensured by the 

DELETE method. 

 

 Get list of all Entities: A user can retrieve the 

list of all Entities of an EntitySet by executing 

the operation getAllEntity and using the 

keyword allE. It outputs the identifiers of the 

Entities and their contents. 

 

 Query one or multiple EntitySets: A user can 

run a query across one or multiple 

heterogeneous Entity-Sets by executing the 

operation POST and using the keyword query. 

It outputs a new EntitySet. Indeed, a user can 

execute filtering queries across one En-titySet 

and complex queries across one or multiple 

EntitySets. A complex query can be a join, 

union, etc. It is noteworthy that we consider 

this kind of queries as specific retrieve queries. 
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QUERY EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION 

In this section, we present in more details our approach 

to evaluate and optimize queries execution based on 

the VDS. In Section 6.1, we introduce the principles of 

this process. In Section 6.2, we apply these principles 

to answer a join query over three heterogeneous data 

stores. 

 

Principles 

All OBBAPI calls are processed by a single 

component which is the virtual data store. The VDS 

acts as a mediator in a classical mediation architecture 

(see Fig. 6). Each data store is encapsulated by an 

ODBAPI wrapper capable to execute ODBAPI calls 

against a specific DBMS and to transform results into 

JSON structures. 

 
 

Fig .1.over view of approach 

 

Compared to classical mediation architectures, our 

work differs in that (1) we do not have a real global 

schema but just a collection of entity sets and 

correspondence rules, (2) some data stores have poor 

query capabilities (no join sup-port for example) and 

(3) some entity sets may be very large (several 

Gigabytes or more). To address these problems, we 

propose to use CouchDB, a NoSQL DBMS with join 

capabilities, to implement our VDS and to incorporate 

two optimization strategies in our query optimization 

process: maximize the work done by the data stores 

and avoid moving very large entity sets. 

 

Simple operations supported by ODBAPI are directly 

executed by the target wrapper without any global 

opti-mization at the VDS level. In these cases, the 

VDS just routes the query to the target wrapper which 

processes the query and transforms its result in JSON 

if needed before send-ing it back to the client 

application. For complex queries, expressed in a 

select-from-where style, the VDS acts as a mediator 

and implements query optimization techniques. It 

analyzes the input query, splits it in sub-queries, sends 

them to different data stores through wrappers and 

com-bines/transforms the results before sending it 

back to the application. 

 

The query evaluation and optimization process is com-

posed of several steps. In the first step, the query is 

parsed and represented by an algebraic tree composed 

of data stores and algebraic operators. This tree is then 

optimized using algebraic optimization rules (for 

example pushing unary operators towards data stores). 

After that, the data stores in the tree are annotated by 

metadata extracted from a catalog (such as its 

locations, its capabilities to process complex queries, 

and statistics). These annotations are used to construct 

an optimized query execution plan. This latter is 

composed of several ODBAPI sub-queries expressed 

on a single data store and others sub-queries to 

recombine the partial results into the final one. The 

optimization is done using a cost function [6] defined 

by a linear combination of the response time of the 

CPU, the time of the input/output, and the time of the 

communication or the data shipping 

(Cost model = tCP U + tCOM ). A calibration 

isneeded to adjust the cost model to an actual 

infrastructure. 

 

Join query evaluation and optimization process 

To present in details our query evaluation and 

optimization process, we will use an example of a join 

query. Let us consider the following query: Return the 

affiliation and the name of authors having at least a 

paper published in a conference ranked ‖A‖. This 

query joins three entity sets that are dblp, person, and 

conference ranking. First, the user expresses his query 

and sends it to the VDS using ODBAPI. The used 

syntax is as follow: 
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Discovery and deployment steps 

The environment element (part of the AAM) is 

matched with cloud environment capabilities in order 

to find the most appropriate environment to deploy the 

application on it. The output of the matching process is 

an offer manifest that describes the selected cloud 

environment with the set of the candidate nodes. 

 

Once an appropriate cloud environment is found, we 

proceed in three steps for deploying a multiple data 

store application. First, we deploy the REST services 

giving access to the data stores. This first deployment 

step returns back the end-points of these services. 

Second, we deploy the VDS while specifying for it the 

services’ endpoints. We deploy one VDS per 

application. In the last step, we deploy the application 

itself by passing to it the VDS endpoint returned back 

in the previous step. Doing so, the application holds 

the endpoint of the VDS it needs to interact with and 

the VDS has itself the endpoints of the wrapper REST 

services. 

 

For each of these three steps, we can use any 

deployment API (e.g. COAPS API[7], roboconf API3, 

etc.). In our work, we are building on the COAPS API 

that is proposed in our team and allows human and/or 

software agents to provision and manage PaaS 

applications. This API provides a unique layer to 

interact with any cloud provider based on manifests. 

The structure of a deployment manifest is similar to 

the AAM. It basically specifies information related to 

the requested PaaS environment as well as to the 

application and instances to be deployed and created. 

 

In each of the deployment step, we specify the deploy-

ment manifests following the manifest of COAPS API 

and we enrich it with appropriate information. We use 

the offer manifest generated by the discovery 

component to define the deployment manifest of the 

REST services. The applica-tion element of the AAM 

is used to define the deployment manifest of the multi 

data store application itself. 

 

 

IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION 

In this section, we present the current state of the 

implementation of the different components of our 

approach that we have already presented in the 

previous sections. First of all, we present a tool 

allowing the discovery of data stores based on the 

abstract application manifest (see Section 8.1). Second, 

we present a state of progress about the 

implementation of ODBAPI and the data stores that 

we take into account (see Section8.2). Added to that, 

we present some ODBAPI-basedapplications that 

illustrate the utility of our API. Finally, we evaluate 

the overhead related to ODBAPI compared to 

proprietary APIs (see Section8.3). 

 

Selecting data stores and deploying ODBAPI clients 

We programmed a tool ensuring the discovery of cloud 

providers and the automatic deployment of an 

ODBAPI-based application. Indeed, the application 

programmer de-scribes his requirements in the abstract 

application man-ifest and he uploads it through the 

interface that we il-lustrate in Fig. 12. Once this 

manifest is uploaded, we implement a simple matching 

algorithm. This algorithm takes as input the abstract 

application manifest to elect the appropriate cloud 

provider that supports the ODBAPI client 

requirements and returns to the user the deployment 

manifest. 

 

In Fig. 12, we represent a part of this manifest. The 

application will be deployed in the cloud provider 

Cloud Foundry and it will use one service of type 

container and two services of type database: 

MongoDB and MySQL. We pro-vide a video 

demonstration at http://www-inf.int-evry.fr/sellam 

r/Tools/ODBAPI/index.html. To deploy the appli-

cation , we are based on COAPS API that is proposed 

in our team SIMBAD (see Section 7 for the definition 

of COAPS). This API allows to deploy applications 

using just one data store. To cover this gap, we 

propose to extend it in order to support multiple data 

stores applications deployment. 
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Fig. 12: Screenshot of the interface allowing 

selecting the abstract application in order to get the 

deployment manifest 

 

Current state of ODBAPI 

We provide today a version of ODBAPI including four 

data stores: MySQL, Riak, MongoDB and CouchDB. 

The current version is developed in Java and is 

provided as a runnable RESTful web application (e.g. 

jar file). Now we are working diligently on testing 

ODBAPI using various use cases in the OpenPaaS 

project so that we identify possible discrepancies and 

make this version more stable to use. A description of 

the realized work is available at http://www-inf.int-

evry.fr/ sellam r/Tools/ODBAPI/index.html. In this 

page, reader will find three links: (1) the first allows 

accessing the ODBAPI 

 

In order to show the feasibility and the utility of our 

API, we provide a client that we called 

ODBAPIClient. This latter allows a developer to use 

ODBAPI operations through JAVA methods. Hence, it 

is easy for him to program his application. We 

developed also an other ODBAPI-based client 

intended to handle the administration of relational and 

NoSQL data stores in a cloud provider. This client is a 

PHPMyadmin-like. In Fig. 13, we show a screenshot 

of the user interface of this client. In fact, it gives an 

overview of two heterogeneous data stores. There is a 

MySQL database called world and it contains three 

entity sets: city, country, and countrylanguage. Added 

to that, we have a MongoDB database that is named 

person and it is composed by two entity sets: Student 

and Teacher. We show also an overview of the entities 

of the city entity set. Finally, we implemented in the 

OpenPaaS project an ODBAPI-based module enabling 

the management of to-do tasks in a project. In this 

module, we interact with a document and a relational 

data stores by executing multi-sources queries. 

 
Fig. 13: Screenshot of all databases overview 

 

EVALUATION OF THE OVERHEAD OF 

ODBAPI 

Using ODBAPI facilitates the developer’s task greatly; 

how-ever, it comes with the cost of an overhead. In 

fact, ODBAPI is based on the proprietary APIs of 

relational and NoSQL data stores (see Section 5). In 

this section, we propose to evaluate the overhead 

related to ODBAPI. For this purpose, we implemented 

two applications doing the same CRUD operations: 

one is using ODBAPI and the other is using JDBC. 

These two applications are deployed and run in the 

same environment. The data store, the ODBC driver 

and the application run on the same server. We are 

aware that we are doing extra works compared to these 

proprietary APIs. Indeed, for each query, our API 

rewrites it into the proprietary query language of the 

integrated data store. Then, it converts the result to 

JSON format before answering the application. In 

addition, since ODBAPI is a REST-based architecture 

API, this also may generate an overhead due to the 

REST protocol and the data shipping. 

 

The overhead is obtained by calculating the ratio be-

tween the difference between response time of 

ODBAPI and the response time of the proprietary API, 

and the response time of the proprietary API. We use 

the following formula: 
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In the rest of this section, we limit ourselves to present 

only the overhead of ODBAPI when application 

interacts with relational data store using JDBC. We 

have started also evaluating the overhead of our API 

compared with MongoDB API and the first result 

obtained with this API are in line with a light overhead 

as well. 

 

We start by calculating the evolution of the response 

time according to the number of the created entities 

using ODBAPI and JDBC. In TABLE 2, we showcase 

the response time of this operations and the overhead. 

The average of this overhead is about 6:71 %. 

 
TABLE 2: Response time of the operation create 

entities with ODBAPI and JDBC 

 

We use the same principle to evaluate the overhead of 

deletion of a relational entities. In TABLE 3, we 

represent the obtained results and the overhead. The 

average of this overhead is about 4:35 %. 

 
TABLE 3: Response time of the operation delete 

entities with ODBAPI and JDBC 

 

We calculate also the overhead of retrieving all entities 

in one query with ODBAPI and JDBC. For this, we 

illustrate in TABLE 4 the evolution of the response 

time according to the number of retrieved entities 

using ODBAPI and JDBC. The average of this 

overhead is about 8:06 %. The performance of 

ODBAPI degrades for 4000 entities which is probably 

due to a problem of memory management. 

 

 
TABLE 4: Response time of the operation retrieve 

all entities with ODBAPI and JDBC 

 

To sum up, the overhead that we obtained is quite ac-

ceptable for all type of operations. However, we can 

enhance the response time of our API by decreasing 

the conversion time that is big especially when it 

comes to convert big volume of data. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we proposed a generic approach to 

encourage the designer assignment and empower the 

advancement of applica-tions utilizing different 

information stores while staying skeptic to these last 

mentioned. We presented three arrangements:  

 

ODBAPI for CRUD operations: We characterized a 

bland assets model to speak to the distinctive 

components of heterogeneous information stores in a 

Cloud situation.  

 

In light of this, we characterize a one of a kind REST 

API that en-ables the administration of the portrayed 

assets in a uniform way. This API is called ODBAPI 

and al-lows the execution of CRUD operations on 

social and NoSQL information stores. The highlights 

of ODBAPI are twofold: (i) decoupling cloud 

applications from information stores keeping in mind 

the end goal to encourage their advancement and their 

relocation, and (ii) facilitating the engineers errand by 

helping the weight of overseeing distinctive APIs. It is 

important that in the present form of ODBAPI server, 

we considered four information stores: MySQL, Riak, 

CouchDB, and MongoDB.  

 

Virtual information stores for complex inquiries 

execution: We proposed virtual information stores to 

execute complex questions (counting joins) crosswise 
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over NoSQL and social information stores. For this 

reason, we characterized a bringing together 

information model ready to portray the heterogeneous 

information models of information stores. It is utilized 

by the client to express his mind boggling question and 

by the virtual information store to process it. Once a 

virtual information store gets a com-plex question, it 

builds an ideal inquiry execution arrangement, made 

by sub-inquiries at the level of target information 

sources, transformation and transportation operations 

and a last question recombining incomplete results. 

 

Show for information stores disclosure and 

programmed ap-plication organization: Once the 

engineer has com-pleted the improvement of his 

application, we genius vided him the likelihood to 

express his application prerequisites regarding 

information stores in theory application show. At that 

point, he sends it to the coordinating module that 

communicates with the cloud suppliersdiscov-ery 

module to choose the suitable cloud supplier to the 

application prerequisites. In fact, the cloud suppliers 

revelation module finds the abilities of information 

stores of every cloud supplier and returns these 

capacities in the offer show. Taking into account that, 

the coordinating module actualizes the coordinating 

calculation with a specific end goal to choose the 

sufficient cloud supplier to the ap-plication 

prerequisites and creates the arrangement show of the 

application. When it is done, we send the application 

utilizing the COAPS API that takes as info the 

arrangement manifest.Currently, we are dealing with 

applying ODBAPI and the virtual information store 

question streamlining and execution way to deal with 

other subjectively and quantitatively different 

situations in the OpenPaaS venture. This permits us to 

recognize conceivable errors and make our work more 

dependable for open use. Likewise, we intend to 

ponder a usage for Hive permitting access to Hadoop 

information stores. Our second point of view 

comprises in giving another coordinating algo-rithm 

supporting rough coordinating. Subsequently we 

empower more adaptability in information stores 

revelation and applications organization. Our third 

point of view is an expansion to virtual information 

stores, permitting to bolster a bigger class of complex 

inquiries crosswise over NoSQL and social 

information stores (union, convergence, totals, bunch 

by like operations) and in-troducing more detailed 

inquiry handling improvement procedures, including 

nonconcurrent assessment. 
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